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Proteomic methods have been widely used to study proteins in complex

biological samples to understand biological molecular mechanisms. Most

well-established methods (known as bottom-up proteomics, BUP) employ

an enzymatic digestion step to cleave intact proteins into smaller peptides

for liquid chromatography (LC) mass spectrometry (MS) detection. In contrast,

top-down proteomics (TDP) directly characterizes intact proteins including all

possible post-translational modifications (PTMs), thus offering unique insights

into proteoform biology where combinations of individual PTMs may play

important roles. We performed TDP on soybean root nodules infected by

the symbiotic Bradyrhizobium japonicum in both the wildtype bacterium

and a nifH- mutant, which lacks the ability to fix nitrogen in the soybean

root nodule. TDP captured 1648 proteoforms derived from 313 bacterial

genes and 178 soybean genes. Leghemoglobin, the most abundant protein

in the sample, existed in many truncated proteoforms. Interestingly, these

truncated proteoforms were considerably more abundant in the wildtype

relative to the nifH- mutant, implicating protease activity as an important

factor in nitrogen fixation. Proteoforms with various PTMs and combinations

thereof were identified using an unrestricted open modification search. This

included less common PTMs such as myristoylation, palmitoylation,

cyanylation, and sulfation. In parallel, we collected high resolution MS

imaging (MSI) data of intact proteins and biopolymers (<20 kDa due to

current technical limitations) from sections of the soybean root nodules

using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) coupled to high

resolution Orbitrap. Several detected proteoforms exhibited unique spatial

distributions inside the infection zone and cortex, suggesting functional

compartmentalization in these regions. A subset of peaks from the MALDI-

MSI were assigned to proteoforms detected in TDP LCMS data based on

matching accurate masses. Many of the proteins detected in both LCMS and

MALDI-MSI are currently uncharacterized in UniProt: the PTM and spatial

information presented here will be valuable in understanding their biological

functions. Taken together, our study demonstrates how untargeted TDP
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approach can provide unique insights into plant proteoform biology. On-going

technology developments are expected to further improve TDP coverage for

more comprehensive high-throughput analysis of proteoforms.
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1 Introduction

Mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics is a powerful

technique to measure proteins in biological samples, especially

for mapping and quantifying post-translational modifications

(PTMs).(Angel et al., 2012; Schaffer et al., 2019) The high

resolving power of modern mass spectrometers, combined

with various separation techniques (primarily liquid

chromatography, LC) enables deep characterization of the

proteome from complex samples. Due to the large size of

proteins, bottom-up proteomics (BUP) is the dominant

approach for proteome characterization. In BUP, exogenous

proteases (e.g., trypsin) are used to cleave intact proteins into

short peptides that are easier to detect with current LCMS

instrumentation. BUP is highly robust, and versatile when

coupled to various chemical biology methods for quantitation

and targeted identification.(Angel et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013)

However, certain information, such as combinatorial PTMs, is

difficult to retrieve using BUP because of the loss of connectivity

from intact protein to digested peptides.(Lanucara and Eyers

2013; Schaffer et al., 2019) Although most proteins can be readily

inferred from even a few peptides, the lack of complete protein

sequence coverage can cause ambiguities. For example, protein

homologs and isoforms share many sequences that are hard to

differentiate with only a few peptides. In addition, endogenous

protease cleavages are known to play essential regulatory roles in

signaling and immunity, (Azad et al., 2018; Balakireva and

Zamyatnin 2018; Fink and Jerala 2022), but may be

challenging to identify with limited protein sequence

coverage and complication with the use of exogenous

proteases in BUP. Top-down proteomics (TDP) addresses

these challenges by studying intact proteins or

“proteoforms,” which is defined as the functional units of

the proteome encompassing all combinations of

PTMs.(Smith and Kelleher 2018; Schaffer et al., 2019;

Melby et al., 2021) TDP bypasses the protease treatment

step and directly analyzes intact proteins, allowing more

facile proteoform level characterization than BUP. TDP

and BUP are complementary in the sense that TDP better

defines the stoichiometry of PTMs; while BUP generally

offers better proteome coverage (e.g., higher overall

sensitivity, and PTM localization resolution). Integration

of both data types via bioinformatics tools is beneficial for

a more complete understanding of the proteoforms and

biology.(Schaffer et al., 2020)

Conventionally, both BUP and TDP proteomics are

performed using proteins extracted from bulk tissues after

many steps of cell lysis and solubilization. Absorptive losses to

surfaces during sample handling have been one of the major

factors restricting the sensitivity of the analysis. Recently

introduced single-cell proteomic methods, (Zhu et al., 2018;

Kelly 2020; Slavov 2021), which are largely built on

microfluidics and microsampling technologies, reduce sample

losses, thus allowing for spatial profiling of proteins in small

tissue sections. In addition, spatial proteomics and in situ

sampling methods facilitates MS imaging (MSI) of

proteoforms directly from surfaces of biological

samples.(Lundberg and Borner 2019; Taylor et al., 2021)

These methods offer spatial distribution of proteoforms,

information that is not accessible by bulk proteomic methods

but provides critical information to understand the heterogeneity

and biological context of proteins and proteoforms.

Herein, we show the utility of TDP for studying

proteoforms in soybean root nodules infected by the

symbiotic bacterium Bradyrhizobium japonicum. We

performed comparative TDP LCMS analysis using symbiotes

with wild type (WT) bacteria and nifH- mutant bacteria, which

lack the ability to fix nitrogen.(Hahn et al., 1984; Agtuca et al.,

2020) We used an open modification search tool, TopPIC (Kou

et al., 2016) that reported many unexpected PTMs, several

related to cysteine and several with significant abundance

differences between the WT and the nifH- mutant groups,

signifying their potential biological functions. We also

observed interesting changes in the proteolysis activities

against leghemoglobin, a highly abundant protein within the

nodule. Defining the truncated proteoforms is straightforward

using TDP, whereas BUP requires specialized informatics

analysis and/or chemical labeling.(Tholey and Becker 2017)

We highlighted several examples demonstrating facile TDP

analysis of unexpected PTMs and truncations for better

understanding of the proteoform heterogeneity.

In parallel, we interrogated spatial heterogeneity of

proteoforms using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization

(MALDI) MSI coupled to high resolution Orbitrap (Zemaitis

et al., 2022) on thin tissue sections. The detected proteoforms

were either concentrated in the infection zone, at the outer

cortex, or nearly uniformly distributed across the tissue.

Proteoforms in MSI data were assigned based on matching

accurate mass to TDP LCMS derived database. Although not

all species in MSI were assigned, we identified several
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proteoforms corresponding to highly abundant proteins (e.g.,

histones, ATP synthase subunits), and some cysteine-rich

peptides from both soybean and bacterium. About ~10% of the

identified proteoforms in our TDP results are derived from

“uncharacterized proteins” according to the UniProt reference

database. Some of the PTM and spatial information obtained in

this study can offer clues to disentangle their biological functions.

Currently, the standard TDP methods used here are limited to

small proteins up to 20–30 kDa.(Huguet et al., 2019; Su et al., 2022;

Zemaitis et al., 2022).We also discussed new developments in TDP

instrumentation that will gradually bridge the gap and allow full

integration with BUP data.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Soybean nodule materials

Plant growth and soybean nodule collection was performed

at the University of Missouri as previously described.(Agtuca

et al., 2020; Veličković et al., 2022) Briefly, the plants were

inoculated at 3 days post-germination, and soybean nodules

were harvested at day 21, plunge frozen into liquid nitrogen,

and stored in −80°C. Five WT and five nifH- nodules were used

for protein extraction and bulk LCMS analysis. For MSI, frozen

soybean root nodules were embedded in the mixture of 7.5%

HPMC ((Hydroxypropyl)-methylcellulose) and 2.5% PVP

(Polyvinylpyrrolidone), cryosectioned (temperature set

at −18C for both blade and specimen holder) using CryoStar

NX-70 Cryostat (Thermo Scientific) and thaw-mounted onto

indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated slides (Bruker Daltonics, Billerica,

MA). Sectioning was completed at 12 µm for both wildtype and

mutant bacteria inoculated nodules.

2.2 Bulk TDP LCMS

Five biological replicates of nifH− and WT soybean nodules

were prepared for top-down proteomics. Proteins were extracted

from homogenized frozen soybean nodules with the same

methanol/choloroform protocol as described in detail

previously (Veličković et al., 2022). The extracted proteins in

lysis buffer (8 M urea, 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.0)

were split for TDP and BUP with matching sample names in the

raw data files. Protein concentrations were estimated by

bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA) followed by diluting to

100 ng/μl with 0.2% formic acid in water. 500 ng of protein

were injected to a Waters NanoAcquity LC (Millford, MA,

United States ) with dual pumps configuration. Binary

solvents for mobile phase (MP) A and B were 0.2% formic

acid in water (MPA), and 0.2% formic acid in acetonitrile

(MPB) for both pumps. The stationary phase material for in

house packed reversed phase LC columns was C2 particle

(SMTC2MEB2-3-300) from Separation Methods Technologies

(Newark, DE). Proteins were first loaded onto a short trap

column (150 µm i.d., ~4 cm long) and desalted with a flow of

3 μl/min with 5%MPB for 5 min. Then the trap was connected to

the analytical column (100 µm i.d.,~50 cm long) with flow rate of

0.3 μl/min. Separation gradient started at 5% MPB and was

linearly ramped to 50% MPB over 80 min. The ten samples

were randomized and blanks (a shorter 60 min method) were

inserted between each sample. MS data were collected on a

Thermo QExactive HF Orbitrap MS (Bremen, Germany). MS

resolution was 120 k for MS1 and 60 k for MS2. Automatic gain

control (AGC) target was set to 3E6 for MS1 and 1E6 for MS2.

Maximum injection time was set to 200 m s. Isolation window

was 2m/z and stepped normalized collision energy was used (20,

30, 40) for higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD).

Dynamic exclusion was set to 180 s and ions with charge

states <4 were excluded.

MS instrument “.RAW” files were first converted into

“.mzML” format with MSConvert before processing with the

open-search software TopPIC Suite (version 1.4.13).(Kou et al.,

2016) For TopFD deconvolution, a precursor window of 1 m/z,

error tolerance of 0.02 m/z, MS1 signal to noise ratio (S/N) of 3,

MS2 S/N = 1, maximum charge of 30, and maximum

monoisotopic mass of 50,000 Da were applied. Specific

settings for the TopPIC search included an error tolerance of

15 ppm, PrSM cluster tolerance of 3.2 Da, FDR of 0.01, max/min

unknown mass shift of 500 Da, and a maximum of one unknown

mass shift. Protein collections imported from UniProt included

several Bradyrhizobium spp. in order to generate a pan proteome

(59,134 entries, accessed 7 March 2021) that covered reviewed

Swiss-Prot and unreviewed TrEMBL entries. Similarly, Glycine

max entries were concatenated into this FASTA file for the search

(74,863 entries, accessed 7 March 2021), as well as several

common human contaminant proteins. All proteoform

spectrum matches (PrSMs) were imported into R for further

processing and quantitative analysis. To address issues related to

ambiguous identifications and missing data, we utilized the

TopPICR package to perform proteoform clustering and

match-between-runs.(Martin 2021) Briefly, dataset retention

times were aligned by shared proteoform’s peak intensities,

and mass errors were corrected across datasets. Aligned and

recalibrated datasets were then clustered based on retention time

and precursor mass for all PrSMs. These clusters are referred to as

“proteoform clusters” (PfCs). A minimum of 2 PrSMs were

required per cluster, and PrSMs not meeting this criterion

were pooled together as a “noise” cluster that was not utilized

in label free quantification (LFQ). After clustering, we separated

PfCs based on the organism of origin and performed median

normalization and group summarization using the MSstats R

package. All quantified PfCs were then analyzed and visualized

with R. Note that all p-values presented below are FDR corrected

using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure. Selected proteoforms

with unexpected mass shifts were manually examined in
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LcMsSpectator, a visualization tool in the InformedProteomics

package.(Park et al., 2017)

2.3 MALDI proteoform imaging

Prior to analysis the tissue sections were desiccated under

61 kPa of vacuum for 30 min and then washed in fresh solutions

of 70% ethanol for 30 s, 100% ethanol for 30 s, Carnoy’s

solution (6:3:1 v/v ethanol/chloroform/glacial acetic acid) for

2 min, 100% ethanol for 30 s, water with 0.2% TFA for 15 s, and

immediately washed in 100% ethanol for 30 s. Samples were

then dried by stream of nitrogen gas prior to direct tissue

acidification to improve signal intensity. The protocol was

described in detail elsewhere (Zemaitis et al., 2022), briefly, a

HTX Technologies M5 Sprayer (Chapel Hill, NC,

United States) was used to apply 5% (v/v) acetic acid in 50%

ethanol directly prior to application of MALDI matrix (2,5-

dihydroxyacetophenone, DHA) at a coverage of 277 μg/cm2 for

protein desorption/ionization. After the matrix was applied it

was recrystallized with 5% (v/v) aqueous acetic acid at 38.5°C

prior to analysis and dried for 3.5 min, using an apparatus

similar to that previously reported.(Yang and Caprioli 2011)

These samples were analyzed on an elevated pressure (EP)

MALDI source (Spectroglyph LLC, Kennewick, WA,

United States), (Belov et al., 2017), outfitted with a 2 kHz

Explorer One Nd:YAG (349 nm) mounted on a modified Q

Exactive HF Orbitrap (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen,

Germany). This instrument was upgraded with Q Exactive

ultrahigh mass range (UHMR) boards and operated under

custom privileges licenses. Detailed operation of this

prototype instrument is described elsewhere, where ions

were detected from tissue up to ~17 kDa with isotopic

resolution.(Zemaitis et al., 2022) Briefly, the instrument was

set to acquire over a m/z range of 3,250 to 20,000 at a preset

resolution of 240 k, this resulted in an observed experimental

resolution of 35 k at m/z 11,300 with 500 laser shots per pixel.

Spectra were acquired with a raster of 15 µm to achieve cellular

spatial resolution.

MALDI images were generated by extracting singular

isotopes using SCiLS Lab Pro (v.2021c). For peak assignment,

proteoforms identified from TDP LCMS were used as custom

databases. A software code (manuscript in preparation, https://

github.com/PNNL-HubMAP-Proteoform-Suite/ProteoMatch)

was used to generate candidate matches, which were then

manually examined for confirmation. Accurate masses

with <5 ppm mass error were considered for assignment.

Isotope profiles were constructed with Rdisop (Böcker et al.,

2008) using proteoform molecular formulas calculated with

BRAIN (Dittwald et al., 2013) and Unimod (Creasy and

Cottrell 2004). PTM mass shifts to resulting profiles. Peaks

are matched with the base R findInterval () function as

described previously (Degnan et al., 2021), and distributions

with a Pearson correlation score of >= 0.7 were visualized.

Visualization of summed spectra and comparison with

simulated theoretical isotopic distribution of target

FIGURE 1
Volcano plot of proteoform abundance changes for (A)
soybean, and (B) bacterium between the WT and nifH- mutant
nodules. Selected proteoforms are highlighted within figure.
Created with BioRender.com.
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proteoforms were also performed using PeakByPeak software

(SpectroSwiss, v.2021.11.0.b2)(Nagornov et al., 2020).

3 Results

3.1 Quantitative TDP differentiates
wildtype vs nifH- infected root nodules,
and reveals differential proteolysis events
of leghemoglobin

Overall, we quantified 1648 proteoforms composed of

738 soybean and 910 bacterial proteoforms from 178 to

313 genes, respectively (Figures 1A,B, full list of proteoforms

in Supplementary Table S1). The abundance of the proteoforms

detected spanned from E10 to E5 (arbitrary unit of the mass

spectrometer), providing a dynamic range of ~5 orders of

magnitude that is generally consistent with the instrument

specification. Among those, we observed expected change of

the NifH proteoform in TDP. Although the full length NifH

protein (UniProt accession: P06117) from Bradyrhizobium was

not readily detected due to its relatively large size (~31 kDa,

outside the optimal detection range for the TDP method used

here), several C-terminal truncations of NifH were abundant in

the WT but virtually absent in nifH-. Sixteen unique NifH

truncated proteoforms were detected and all spectral matches

were from WT samples. Only two of the sixteen fragments

showed low signal in mutant samples in LFQ after alignment

and match-between-runs (MBR), which can likely be attributed

to LC carry-over or false positive matches during MBR.

Compared to the 3,653 soybean and 2,863 bacterial proteins

from previous shotgun BUP data (Veličković et al., 2022) on the

same sample, the global proteome coverage is lower in TDP. This

is as expected given the known high protein molecular weight

detection limitations in TDP. Additional separation and/or

fractionation could improve the coverage. Encouragingly, TDP

reported an average protein sequence coverage of 46% and

157 proteins with >90% coverage while BUP averaged 29%

and only 19 proteins with >90% coverage. This highlights the

advantage TDP has over BUP in providing more complete

information, particularly with lower molecular weight

proteins. WT and nifH- sample groups are also clearly

differentiated by principal component analysis (PCA) using

the TDP data (Supplementary Figure S1), indicating that

biological differences are readily captured. Due to significantly

different detection biases among different methods, we did not

perform a comprehensive comparison of our TDP results with

published BUP and transcriptomics data in this study. Herein, we

focused on the analysis of TDP data and presented several unique

pieces of information that can be readily obtained by a “shotgun”

discovery TDP experiment.

Leghemoglobins, a family of plant proteins essential for

oxygen sequestering and transport, made up ~25% of

quantifiable soybean proteoform identifications in our TDP

results. We identified a total of 221 proteoforms derived from

the four leghemoglobin genes in soybean (LGB1, LGB2, LGB3,

LGBA). Most of the proteoforms can be assigned to the correct

gene despite their similar sequences (an average of ~86%

sequence identity between the different homologs, sequence

alignment in Supplementary Figure S2). Less than 10% of the

leghemoglobin proteoform identifications share amino acid

sequences and therefore are ambiguous with respect to the

gene of origin (Proteoform classification level 2D, 3E, and 4B

(Smith et al., 2019), Supplementary Figure S3A). Across all WT

and nifH- samples, there were no significant differences in TDP

abundance between the four leghemoglobin genes

(Supplementary Figure S3B). Furthermore, based on the BUP

data collected on the same samples there were no significant

differences in leghemoglobin abundance between wildtype and

nifH- samples (Supplementary Figure S4). This is surprising as

heme B was previously found to be less abundant within the

infection zone of nifH- root nodules (Agtuca et al., 2020). The

present results therefore suggest leghemoglobin and heme B

abundance may change independently of leghemoglobin

apoprotein abundance. Indeed, prior work has suggested that

heme B is not essential for expression of apoleghemoglobin

(O’Brian et al., 1987). It is also notable that soybean ferritin

and Bradyrhizobium bacterioferritin, two heme-binding proteins

that sequester iron, were found to be significantly upregulated in

nifH- root nodules. A truncated bacterioferritin proteoform from

the TDP quantification results was 16-fold increased while a 5-

fold increase at the protein level was found in BUP. Of the seven

soybean ferritin genes identified in our BUP data, three (Q948P5,

C6TI81, and I1JL80) could be quantified from unique tryptic

peptides and all three were 6- to 45-fold more abundant in the

nitrogen fixation mutant nodules.

The lack of difference in leghemoglobin abundance between

the two conditions is particularly interesting as the TDP data

reveals significant changes in leghemoglobin processing and

proteolysis (Figure 2). Because all samples were processed in

the same manner, the observed difference in truncated

proteoforms should be related to the sample differences and

not simply a degradation artifact. Leghemoglobin proteoforms

that were truncated due to proteolysis were considerably more

abundant in wildtype symbionts, while intact leghemoglobin

proteoforms were enriched in nifH-. Although many of the

leghemoglobin proteolytic cleavage events appear to be

stochastic, there are several regions of the leghemoglobin

protein that are favored for processing (Figure 2B). The top

three cleavage sites at positions 32–33, 68–69, and 111–112 do

not share similar amino acid motifs, and in fact two of the sites

contain residues that are polymorphic between the different

leghemoglobin genes (Supplementary Figure S2). This suggests

that a different enzyme may act on each site and different

leghemoglobin genes, which would not be entirely unexpected

given there are over 90 plant papain-like proteases inGlycine max
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and many of them participate in nodule development (Yuan

et al., 2020). Alternatively, the degradation may have occurred

via more promiscuous proteases at specific structural motifs.

Indeed, in the structure of leghemoglobin A (Hargrove et al.,

1997), each cleavage site is positioned within the middle of three

different alpha-helices (Supplementary Figure S5). Taken

together, these results underscore the potential role of

leghemoglobin turnover in active root nodules. To further

validate our hypothesis, applying chemical labeling approaches

used in terminomics before tissue lysis (Tanco et al., 2015; Tholey

and Becker 2017; Kaushal and Lee 2021) could help confirm the

proteolysis events in vivo and differentiate them from potential

ex vivo effects.

3.2 Open modification search reveals
novel PTMs on both soybean and bacterial
proteins

The open search approach we used allowed us to profile

PTMs without restriction to a list of expected PTMs. In essence,

the proteoform identifications from TopPIC report the amino

acid sequence, which accounts for any truncations, and any

additional mass shifts that originate from PTMs. The high-

resolution MS measurements afforded high mass accuracy to

infer the identity of the PTMs by manually curating them based

on knowledge database (e.g., Unimod.org). In addition to the

numerous proteoform truncations, we observe a multitude of

unexpected mass shifts that correspond to chemical

modifications or mutations (Figure 3). Some of the mass

shifts can originate from multiple PTMs, or PTMs in

combination with incorrectly assigned terminal residues

(i.e., first methionine not excised). Due to this complexity, we

did not exhaustively examine all mass shifts in detail. However,

many of them can be explained based on known PTM databases

in Unimod (Creasy and Cottrell 2004). For example, nitrogen

regulatory protein PII from Bradyrhizobium (A0A0A3YVV6)

was found to have an additional mass of 306.02 Da at Tyr51

(Supplementary Figure S6), which can be assigned to

uridylylation, a well-documented PTM for this protein

(referred to as PII-UMP). It is worth noting that PII-UMP is

known to be increased under nitrogen-limiting conditions,

(Francis and Engleman 1978; Huergo et al., 2013), which

aligns with our observation that PII-UMP was only detectable

in nifH- samples. More common mass shifts from methionine

oxidation (+16 Da) and cysteine dioxidation (+32 Da) were

found and may be attributable to spontaneous oxidation

during sample storage and preparation. Additionally, many

cysteine-containing proteoforms had –2 Da and –4 Da mass

shifts likely representing disulfides. Such PTMs may be difficult

to differentiate from deisotoping error, which are commonly seen

in open search TDP due to uncertainty in precursor mass

deconvolution (off by a few isotopes), and often need to be

further validated by closely examining the precursor isotope

distribution and fragmentation spectra.

Other intriguing mass shifts were also detected. For example,

two “uncharacterized” soybean proteins with high sequence

similarity (UniProt accessions Q2KMJ4 and C6T4V4) both

FIGURE 2
(A) Volcano plot showing differential regulation of leghemoglobin proteoforms. Truncated leghemoglobin is predominantly upregulated in the
wildtype, while full-length leghemoglobin is more often found in nifH-. (B) Proteoform sequence map showing all unique proteoform sequences
from all leghemoglobin genes mapped to full-length leghemoglobin LGB2 (LGB2 used for reference as it includes the additional C-terminal amino
acid #145). Dotted red lines designate the top three junctions that appear to have increased proteolytic activity.
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had + 317.39 Da localized to the first five amino acids of their

N-termini with high spectral counts in Figure 3. Careful manual

examination of the raw data revealed that this modification could

be explained by excision of the first Met residue, N-terminal

myristoylation, and Cys4 palmitoylation (Figure 4 for

representative spectrum of C6T4V4, and Supplementary

FIGURE 3
Histogram of unknown mass shifts assigned in our TDP results. The x-axis represents the delta unknown mass shift rounded to the nearest Da,
while y-axis displays the number of proteoform spectrum matches (PrSM) for each mass shift. Arrows indicate putative PTMs with nominal masses
acquired from the PTM database Unimod.

FIGURE 4
TDP spectra confirming the N-terminal myristoylation and cysteine palmitoylation proteoform of soybean protein C6T4V4, visualized in
LcMsSpectator. (A) annotated fragmentation spectrum with most peaks matched to b/y sequence ions. The vertical axis was zoomed to cut out the
high intensity precursor and better display the low intensity fragment ions. (B) Adjacent MS1 spectrum (before and after the MS2 spectrum) showing
good match of the precursor ion matches of the expected proteoform. (C)MS2 sequence coverage map showing 62% residues were matched
with fragment ions. Blue wedges showed the matched b ions from the N-terminus and red wedges show the y ions from the C-terminus along the
protein sequence. The y81 ion was essential to locate the palmitoylation at the cysteine residue, leaving the remainingmass shift frommyristoylation
at the N-terminus.
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Figure S7 for Q2KMJ4). Encouragingly, the palmitoylation site

could be confidently assigned based on complementary b/y ions

in HCD, although other complementary fragmentation methods

(e.g., electron-based and photon-based activation) could further

improve the spectral quality. The N-terminal myristoylation was

independently verified by the modified peptide from BUP data

from the same sample (Supplementary Figure S8). Due to the

thiol alkylation step used in the standard BUP protocol, no

peptide spectrum was available to directly confirm the

palmitoylation. It is noted that palmitoylated peptides can be

difficult to detect with standard shotgun BUP workflows due to

the hydrophobicity and instability of the PTM. (Ji et al., 2013) In

addition, due to the identical N-terminal tryptic peptide for the

two protein homologs, it can be ambiguous to assign the PTMs to

a specific protein with only BUP data. Therefore, the TDP

approach is advantageous in discovering such PTMs for

further targeted analysis.

These lipidation events are supported by previous findings

suggesting the presence of a cysteine at amino acid position four

or five is often palmitoylated in plant proteins that are

N-terminally myristoylated, (Resh 1999; Podell and Gribskov

2004), which is the case for both proteins. Q2KMJ4 has also been

found to be nodule specific and may be associated with the

peribacteroid membrane (PBM), (Wienkoop and Saalbach

2003), and both proteins share homology with proteins from

the model legume species Medicago truncatula and Lotus

japonicus. Interestingly, the full-length lipidated proteoforms

for Q2KMJ4 and C6T4V4 are both significantly upregulated

in nifH- symbiotes with 60- and 51-fold increases in abundance

in TDP data, respectively. Finally, it is noteworthy that neither

protein was observed lacking the aforementioned lipid

modifications, highlighting the importance these modifications

presumably play in anchoring the protein to the PBM. (Jeong

et al., 2006)

Cysteine modifications are important factors in regulating

protein functions.(Waszczak et al., 2015) For example, a study in

Arabidopsis (García et al., 2018) demonstrated the regulatory role

of HCN and protein cyanylation. We examined two bacterial

proteins (UniProt accession: Q89JW4 and A0A023XXR7) with

cysteine residues that showed high spectral counts with many

unexpected PTMs, including cyanylation of cysteine on both

proteins (representative spectrum for Q89JW4 in Supplementary

Figure S9A). In addition to full-length cyanylated Q89JW4, a

proteoform cleaved at the cyanylated residue was also observed

(Supplementary Figure S9B), consistent with the labile nature of

the cyanyl-group which has been utilized for selective protein

cleavage.(Jacobson et al., 1973; Wu et al., 1996) Other assigned

Cys PTMs included glutathionylation and cysteinylation

(Supplementary Figure S10, S11, respectively for

A0A023XXR7 proteoforms). Additional mass shifts such as +

190 Da (Supplementary Figure S12), + 176 Da, + 145 Da could

not be manually characterized and are likely combinations of

PTMs. Glutathionylation and cysteinylation are known to confer

a protective mechanism to thiols with redox functions.

(Hochgräfe et al., 2007; Rouhier et al., 2008; Müller-Schüssele

et al., 2021) Indeed, for A0A023XXR7 we observe a proteoform

that is cysteinylated at Cys97 and was 30-fold higher abundance

in nifH- root nodules. There is also a corresponding 17-fold

decrease in abundance of a truncated proteoform whose

C-terminal residue precedes Cys97, suggesting modification of

Cys97 may have impacted the generation of this truncated

proteoform (Supplementary Table S1, “Bradyrhizobium” tab,

yellow highlighted proteoform). While glutathionyl and

cysteinyl modifications are well established as playing

important roles in vivo, we should note they may also

originate from artifacts due to the highly reactive nature of

free thiols.(Auclair et al., 2014)

We also detected a labile PTM of ~79.96 Da which we

assigned as sulfation (Supplementary Figure S13 for

Q89JW4 proteoform). The PTM is readily lost upon

activation by HCD, leaving no mark on the fragments.

Although phosphorylation is another possible PTM with very

similar mass (79.97 Da), fragment ions with the neutral loss are

expected to carry water loss (–18 Da) instead of no mass shifts at

all as known from observations for phosphor/sulfopeptide

fragmentation.(Nemeth-Cawley et al., 2001; Medzihradszky

et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2018) Unfortunately, the neutral loss

prevented us from localizing the sulfation site. Given that we also

observed proteoforms with sulfation and Cys dioxidation

(sulfonic acid form) simultaneously (Supplementary Figure

S14), we suspect the sulfation is appended to hydroxyl groups

on Ser/Thr/Tyr. While future studies are needed to interrogate

the biological significance of the PTMs, the TDP approach is a

powerful way to discover these proteoforms.

3.3 MSI maps spatial distribution of
proteoforms in tissue sections

The LCMS results revealed the proteoform changes in the

bulk tissue of soybean nodules. It is known (Agtuca et al., 2020)

that WT and nifH- mutant nodules have distinct morphology.

WT nodules are generally larger and more red colored than the

nifH- mutant, where the color difference is due to lower level of

heme.(Agtuca et al., 2020) In order to better understand the

heterogeneity of the proteoforms, we also attempted to profile the

spatial distribution of the relatively small proteoforms in-situ

using MALDI-MSI coupled to Orbitrap with high resolution

Fourier transform MS detection. We were able to obtain high

mass resolution (̃35 k at m/z 11,300) images at 15 µm spatial

resolution. All major peaks were isotopically resolved, allowing

easy matching to the known proteoforms from the TDP LCMS

data via accurate mass and isotope distribution (as described in

the method). The nifH- mutant and the WT tissue slices showed

several common peaks (Figure 5). Notably, soybean histones

were more abundant in the mutant, qualitatively consistent with
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our TDP (Supplementary Table S1, “GlycineMax” tab, yellow

highlighted proteoforms) and previous BUP results (Veličković

et al., 2022).

Generally, the spatial distribution of the species fell into

3 categories: enrichment in infection zone, in the cortex, and

those with relatively uniform distributions. Strong signal for

clusters of bio-oligomers was observed < m/z 4,000 for both

WT andmutant samples. (Figure 5, note that the vertical axis was

trimmed to 30% for better display of other species) The intense

species centered aroundm/z 3,450 was found localized within the

infection zone having mass differences of 14.02 Da that

presumably are repeating units of CH2 from alkyl chains

(see more ion images in Supplementary Figure S15). Detection

of bio-oligomers (e.g., polyhydroxybutyrate, polysaccharide,

polyglutamic acid with molecular weight less than ~3,000 Da)

of WT soybean nodule by MSI was recently reported.(Samarah

et al., 2021) Because we did not collect data <m/z 3,000, we could

not find sufficient overlap of species from the previous report and

assign any of the biopolymers. The WT sample also showed a

lower abundance, second distribution of bio-oligomers around

m/z 3,700–4,600, which produced ion images to m/z 6,000

(Supplementary Figure S16), these species were localized

within the cortex and mostly likely originated from plant.

Because of the highly specific spatial distribution of these

biopolymers, they are unlikely to be from general

contaminations during the tissue embedding that are expected

FIGURE 5
MALDI spectra with representative ion and optical images for (A)WT and (B) nifH-mutant nodule slices. The identities for the assigned species
are shown above each image (protein name or UniProt accession if poorly annotated). Selected m/z values are shown below each image (mass
window set to ±21.8 ppm for WT and ± 23.5 ppm for the mutant in SCiLS), and also highlighted in yellow in the spectra. The yellow horizontal arrows
indicate them/z range of the biopolymer species. Within each ion image, the color map was normalized to highest intensity in each image, and
the normalization factor (%) to base peak in full spectrum are noted in parentheses (higher the number, lower the intensity). The white scale bars
correspond to 600 µm. MALDI ion image were collected at 15 µm spatial resolution.
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to show uniform signal across the whole sample. We attempted

to perform MS/MS on the peaks with HCD, but the spectra were

not informative to identify the species. Therefore, their exact

identities remain unknown but could be further investigated in a

more targeted manner.

Proteoform assignment for the MALDI spectra were

achieved by matching the experimental data to the theoretical

isotopic distributions from the identified proteoforms by TDP

LCMS. The experimental proteoform database from LCMS

significantly reduces the search space compared to in silico

databases predicted from the full proteome, especially for

PTMs. But the overlap of the proteoforms detected in LCMS

and MALDI is essential for proteoform assignment. In contrast

to our recent study of rat brain where most peaks were annotated,

(Liao et al., 2022), only a few peaks in these MALDI data were

confidently assigned to the identified proteoforms. Some of the

unassigned species are likely from artifacts such as oxidation and

sodium adduction. Alternatively, the different sample

preparation protocols in LCMS TDP and MALDI MSI may

contributed to detection biases of proteoforms, despite that

both methods are optimized for detection of small

proteins <20 kDa. The experimental protocols, especially the

tissue treatment steps in MALDI, can greatly influence the

signal for different proteins (Enthaler et al., 2013; Rešetar

Maslov et al., 2019) and need to be carefully optimized based

on experimental goals and the tissue type being analyzed. It is

noted that the high mass resolution was important for confident

assignments. Many proteoforms can be matched to the MALDI

peaks by their nominal masses but clearly did not match to the

accurate masses. One example to highlight the benefit of high

FIGURE 6
A shared species in the cortex of both WT and mutant samples at m/z 5,169, which was assigned to a disulfide-containing peptide of soybean
origin based on accurate mass. (A,B) The accurate mass in MALDI spectra matched to the proteoform identified in LCMS TDP. (C,D) Corresponding
ion image of the proteoforms in nodule tissue, showing its localization in the cortex. In (A–C), experimental spectra are plotted with black traces,
overlaid with the theoretical isotopic distribution of the assigned proteoform in red (intensity offset to local median of experimental data for
baseline correction). Note that themass shift of−45.1 was represented asH13O2 in themolecular formula formatching accuratemass. Summedmass
spectra and simulated isotope distributions were generated in PeakByPeak software. (E) The MS/MS sequence coverage of the assigned proteoform
from LCMS TDP. It is a C-terminal fragment of uncharacterized soybean protein I1LLA5 (residue 55–104). An unknown mass shift of –45.1 Da was
detected at the C-terminal region highlighted in yellow, which contained 4 cysteines. Given the lack of assigned b/y fragments in the region, the
cysteines are presumably disulfide linked.
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resolution MALDI MSI data is given in Supplementary Figure

S17, where two species within ~50 ppm showed distinct spatial

distributions and were obviously two different species. The

MALDI spectra can be very congested with mixed signal from

multiple peptides, proteoforms, and bio-oligomers. Therefore,

higher mass resolution and orthogonal separation (e.g., ion

mobility) can be beneficial.

The identified peaks included high abundance proteins

(e.g., ATP synthase subunits, histones), bacterial cold shock

proteins, and uncharacterized proteins (Figure 5,

Supplementary Figure S18). Similar to LCMS results, many

of the species are small protein fragments from longer gene

sequences. Without additional information, these proteoform

functional roles remain unknown and some of them may

simply be degradation artifacts. Interestingly, a peak

matching to a soybean protein C-terminal fragment rich in

cysteine was detected in the cortex of both the WT and the

mutant (Figure 6, proteoform MS/MS spectrum from LCMS

TDP is in Supplementary Figure S19). The proteoform with

matching accurate mass in TDP showed decent fragmentation

sequence coverage. Due to the protection of fragmentation from

the presumed disulfides in the C-terminal half of the

proteoform, we were not able to assign the unknown –45 Da

mass shift, other than assuming two disulfide bonds (–4 Da)

and another unknown mass shift of –41 Da. Nonetheless,

the characteristics of this protein fragment are reminiscent

of secreted peptides that are known to be important for

signaling and development including innate immune

response.(Stonoha-Arther and Wang 2018; Segonzac and

Monaghan 2019; Takahashi et al., 2019) In the ion images,

this peptide showed more penetration into the infection zone

than the mutant. Another example of a bacterial protein

C-terminal fragment (~7 fold more abundant in the mutant

sample in LCMS TDP, adjusted p-value 5E-5) is included in

Supplementary Figure S20. Given the potential role of secreted

peptides in signaling in rhizosphere and root development,

(Matsuzaki et al., 2010; Ku et al., 2020; Xiang et al., 2021), some

of these proteoforms may have biological implications in

symbiosis and/or immune response.

4 Discussion

PTMs are critical for tuning protein function and need to be

characterized at the protein level because they are not directly

encoded at the gene or transcript level. Although other non-MS

based proteomics methods (e.g., nanopores, fluorescence and

antibody-based methods) have emerged as attractive alternatives

for protein sequencing, MS-based proteomics is currently the

gold standard for untargeted PTM discovery. (Timp and Timp

2020) Recent advances in open modification search tools in BUP

have inspired more studies into underexplored PTMs.

(Chick et al., 2015; Kong et al., 2017; Schulze et al., 2021) Our

TDP data presented here also took advantage of open

modification search for “hypothesis-free” PTM discovery.

Compared to BUP, TDP has unique advantages for

discovery-based experiments. First, TDP directly captures

truncated proteoforms that otherwise cannot be seen with

BUP.(Tholey and Becker 2017) As illustrated in Section 3.1,

proteolytically truncated leghemoglobin proteoforms were

significantly more abundant in the wildtype infected root

nodules, while intact proteoforms were enriched in nifH-

nodules. These changes appeared to be independent of total

leghemoglobin abundance, which did not vary between the two

conditions as measured by TDP and BUP. At first glance this

result appears counterintuitive as more intact leghemoglobin

could be interpreted as providing greater oxygen sequestering

and activity. However, an alternative interpretation is that the

more metabolically active wildtype root nodules produce reactive

oxygen species, which leads to oxidative inactivation of the heme

group or leghemoglobin protein (Jun et al., 1994a; Jun et al.,

1994b). This effect necessitates increased turnover and

degradation of these oxidized products in the form of

proteolytic cleavage of leghemoglobin and release of the heme

group. Also considering prior work (Agtuca et al., 2020) which

showed heme B to be reduced in nifH-, we believe this suggests

the proportion of leghemoglobin in the apo-state is increased

when nitrogen fixation is lost.

A second advantage of TDP is the facile detection of PTMs

that may be challenging to study by BUP. For example, cysteine

palmitoylation (+238 Da) is a relatively large PTM for BUP that

significantly changes the hydrophobicity of the peptide and

requires specialized protocols to avoid the loss of the PTM

during sample processing. In TDP, this PTM is smaller relative

to the protein and leads to more modest impacts on its

biochemical properties thereby ensuring a generic sample

preparation protocol is sufficient for TDP characterization.

And finally, TDP can measure combinations of PTMs

(i.e., chemical modification, truncation) and amino acid

substitutions among close homologs that may be separated

into different peptides in BUP, which is often the case with

hypermodified proteins such as histones (Taylor and Young

2021). Both of the above points could be demonstrated in our

results within Section 3.2, specifically the uncharacterized

proteins Q2KMJ4 and C6T4V4 which were both

N-terminally myristoylated and palymitoylated. These are

also exemplary as both proteins are significantly increased in

abundance in the mutant sample (60- and 51-fold, respectively)

based on quantification with TDP, and neither protein could be

found unmodified which highlights the importance of these

lipid modifications.

Third, TDP provides accurate masses of proteoforms that

can directly correlate to MSI of intact proteins for

determining their spatial distributions in situ, as

demonstrated by the MALDI-MSI approach used here.

Other MSI modalities have also been applied to
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proteoform imaging with complementary properties.(Garza

et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2022) Proteoform assignment is

typically achieved by searching in an intact mass database

of theoretical proteoforms based on the proteins detected in

BUP data, (Ryan et al., 2019), which often do not include all

the possible PTMs and truncations due to incomplete

sequence coverage. Simply opening up the search space by

including more possible theoretical proteoforms will also

more likely generate false positives, because combinations

of PTMs and terminal truncations can force randommatches.

Direct fragmentation of proteoforms in situ during MSI have

been demonstrated recently as the TDP methods and

instruments improved.(Garza et al., 2018; Griffiths et al.,

2020; Su et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2022) Herein, we have

shown the assignment of several high abundance proteins and

a few cysteine-rich peptides. Fully automated peak

assignment for proteoform analysis is being actively

developed. High mass resolution and accuracy is essential

to minimize false positives. Additional metrics other than

isotope fitting scores will also be beneficial to quantify the

confidence level of the assignments in the future. We suspect

many of the unassigned species were unknown biopolymers.

Some proteins may also be differentially enriched/detected by

the MALDI, to a large part due to the wash step. For example,

leghemoglobins are highly abundant in LCMS but were barely

seen in MALDI. They may have been removed in the wash

steps due to high solubility. Such experimental conditions

thus need to be carefully optimized for targeting specific

proteoforms. Future improvements in fragmentation

techniques can also help identify unknown species by

performing targeted MS2 in situ for MALDI. This

approach is increasingly applied within the other

modalities aforementioned but difficult due to the singly

charged nature of proteins generated by MALDI.

Despite the advantages of TDP, it has not been as widely

adopted compared to BUP, largely due to the technical

challenges discussed above in analysing intact proteins.

Recent developments in instrumentation and informatics

workflows have enabled large scale TDP studies, such as

the Human Proteoform Atlas project.(Hollas et al., 2021;

Smith et al., 2021; Melani et al., 2022) The limitations of

intact protein sample complexity, low sensitivity, and

sequence coverage against large proteins remain, but are

being addressed with new experimental technologies

including solution-phase separation and enrichment (Melby

et al., 2021), ion mobility (Fulcher et al., 2021; Gerbasi et al.,

2021), proton transfer reaction (Huguet et al., 2019; Ugrin

et al., 2019) and charge detection mass spectrometry (Harper

et al., 2019; Kafader et al., 2020; Todd et al., 2020; Worner

et al., 2020; Su et al., 2022). Notably, charge detection-based

method expanded the measurable proteoforms into 70 kDa

range in a recent TDP tissue imaging study by nanospray

desorption electrospray ionization (nanoDESI), (Su et al.,

2022), highlighting the potential for easier access of high

mass proteoforms. Our TDP results on soybean root

nodule demonstrate the ways in which TDP can already

make significant contributions in studying the

proteome <25 kDa despite technologies not yet being

mature enough for accessing the full proteome. As

documented by recent literature (Takeda et al., 2007;

Kereszt et al., 2018; Xiang et al., 2021) plant roots are

known to be rich in proteases, secreted signaling peptides,

and small proteins important for plant root development and

function. Therefore, TDP is well suited for discovering

molecular mechanisms related to uncommon PTMs and

proteolytic events that are often overlooked by more

common methods.
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